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whilst, at  82,  the  American  millionaire  may  have  Put SOme  Of  his
finest  years  into  the  sporting  world  and,  I  don't doubt,  a  great  deal  of
his   hard_eamed   wealth,   I   can,t   help   questioning   his   attitude.    His
inference  that  the  sport  could  do  well  without  trade  interest  has  an
acceptable  foundation only  so  far as continuing the  basic conception  of
eyery  athlete  having  an  equal  chance.    This  we  all  lmow  camot  be
achieved.   certainly  some  countries   spend  an  awful  lot  of  money  on
subsidies  to  sport  and  who.  therefore,  can  differentiate  between  trade
support  and  political  success?   That  De  Gaulle  is  using  the  Galnes  for
political status is obvious to all and,  as he cannot afford to be  ridiculed,
a  vast  amount  of  money  has  been  spent  to  ensure  the  success  of  the
venture.   Just how  much can be judged  from  the Suddell enlargement of
Grenoble  which  used  to  be  a  small,  much  Praised  Ski-ing  reSOl.t  Of  nO
greater  consequence.    France   has   reaped   the   benefi-greater   tourist
attraction  and  now  greater  status  in  the  world  of  sport.   She  alone  can
judge if the money spent has been worth it.   I believe it has.

Mr.  Brundage,s   remarks  on  the  Subject  Of  trade  intel.eSt  and  the
consequent  acceptance  to  deplore  the  whole  question  is  very  idealistic.
perhaps  he  can  afford  to  be.   The  athlete  cannot  afl'ord  it  that  much  iS
obvious.   Take  a  small example-Great  Britain.   What nat.ional  interest
prevailed  there.   What  trade  interest  and  how  much  money  Was  SPent
to  ensure  that  the  British  particil)ants  had  aS  much  Chance  aS  all  I:ie
others?   Basically  very  little  I  assume.   The  ideal  is  of course, to ensure
that  every  competitor  arrives  without  financial  support  other  than  his
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own, competes as best he can. and goes home to his office desk or factory
floor.   Perhaps  the  Games  are  unfair  in  the  first  place.   Brundage  was
quite  right  when  he  said  that  the  winter  olympics  only  interested  those
countries  which had  natural  facilities  of their  own.   His  intimation  was
that  it  was  unfair  to  impede  athletes  who  had  lesser  training  facilities
in  their  own country  and  who  had  to  spend  a  great  deal  of  money  in
getting to places of superior benefit.

A sport is a  sport  and here  at home we  have  a  similar problem-
but  for  one  or  two  similarities  there  the  comparison  ends.   There  is  at
present  much  argument  being  given  to  the  subject  of trade  support  for
riders  and drivers.   Like winter  sports, racing is expensive  to the novice
and more experienced rider alike and is not being offset by the promoter.
It could be argued that money in  the right hands could produce another
Killy  in  the world  of motor cycling.   Quite  right, but without the  initial
investment we  shall  never know  and neither shall we  have.   It therefore
seems to be a little ludicrous to prohibit the infiltration of finance where
and when it is most needed despite  the  acceptance  of equality  for all as
an  idealistic  prohibition  to  the  system.   Advertising  is  not  in  question,
states Mr.  Brundage,  but the  fact that the  winter sports  industry  is pay-
ing  sportsmen who are therefore not true amateurs,  and who  should not
theret'ore be competing.   In his view,  if the games reverted to its original
conception  it  would  be  much  the  better.   It  would  appear  that.  in  this,
he  is  not  considering  the  spectator or  the  world  at  large-   The  Olympics
have become big business all round.   1t seems  to me  that the only reason
it  is  held  is  to  promote  competition  throughout  the  world.   Why  worry
who pays for it.   You will never stop countries with the greatest financial
assets  spending fortunes  on preparation  for the games and  the only way
to  offset  the  immense  barrier  for lesser mortals  who  may'  indeed,  have
potentials  that have  not been  fully  released  is  to  allow  private  industry
to take over where their country cannot or will not.
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Road  racing  in  this  country  can  leam  a  lot  from  listening  to  and
recognising  the  plight  of others.   Perhaps  it  is  a  case  of  looking  at  the
subject too close.   I believe  that if the A-C.U. stepped back a few paces
they might see what they have otherwise missed.  But now we have even
industry quarrelling with  each other.   Whichever way you  look  they are
the  only  leaders  and when you get Television companies dictating  a €no
advertising' campaign where can it all lead to.  Certainly not to the benefit
of the riders.

GUNS IN TIIE AFTERNOON Tin  Swift

Funnily  enough,  the  article  which  I  wrote  very  hurriedly  to  fill  a
space  last  year  on  shooting  was  received  with  some  enthusiasm.    Like
John Denny  (see  Odds....),  I  was  only  writing on something which I
was, to a  lesser extent, an authority, although I would never in a  month
of Sunday's claim that I lmew any more  about  guns  and  their purposes
than I have leamed through personal experience,  oft times through very
hard experience.

As  you  may  be  fully  aware,  a  new  law  on  guns  comes  into  force
on  May  lst  which  will  prohibit  anyone  obtaining  a  gun  without  first
producing his  'firea-s certificate,.   I have put this  in  inverted commas
simply  because  there  is,  at  the   present  time,  a  firearms  certificate  in
force in rifled barrel guns (pistols included) which fire a single projectile.
To obtain the present licence  is very difficult because, not only have you
to  prove  to  the_police  that  you  are  a  fit  and  proper  person  to  hold  a

fipaov'e'caelst.matt. yporu.vaer:. a[hnetmaEhaalpryo.puerr upseerswo:I tboe nwoi',ah£certificate,  you
the  te-s  of reference,  and,  more  important  still,  that  you  have  some-
where  safe  to  use  it.   Each  site  is  checked  by  the  police  by  a  personal
visit before being recommended to the chief constable.   The new firearms
certificate covering shotguns  (smooth barrelled) ought to be a little more
lenient and  it seems to  be  a case of the police having to prove  that you      r   I
are  unfit to hold  such a firearm rather than the other way round.   From
what  one  hears  the   certificate  will  take  the  form  of  a  licence  which
carries the holder,s photograph and provision  for endorsements.

I  was  interested  to  have  a  long  natter  with  Ralph  Bryans  on  the
subject  of  shooting  which   is  very  much  his  hobby  as  well  as  mine.
Perhaps  it was  one of the reasons he  moved from  Ireland to  Scotland.
Talking  to  some  other friends  in  the United  States when  I was  there in
l964  brought  up  some  interesting  and  amusing  stories  which  are  none-
theless  supposed  to  be  true.   In  the  first  week  of  the  open  season  that
year it would seem that no less than fifteen hunters were shot, some more
seriously  than  others  and  one  gentleman  shot  at  something  moving  in
the  grass  only  to  find  out  it  was  another hunter.   A  farmer  in  the  hills
outside  Sam  Francisco  was  woken  late  one night by  a  whole  crescendo
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of  shots  reverberating  throughout  the  night.   In  the  moming  he  found
that the stag,s head which used to be mounted in the porch was in tatters.
Another fa-er had to paint COW in whitewash on his cattle so that the
enthusiastic marksmen could tell the difference.  Hard to believe perhaps?
I  wouldn,t  doubt  it  for  one  minute.   If  you  have  glanced  through  the
American hunting magazines you would be surprised that most American
hunters  wear brilliant  coloured  clothes  not,  I  suspect,  because  they  like
their traditional garb but because it is an insurance against being picked
off by some trigger.happy cosmopolitan.  People tend to laugh these days
to  see  a  truly  British gentleman  in  his  plus-fours  out  on  a  days  shoot.
Believe  you  me  that  they  are  by  far  the  most   comfortable  trouser
although I wouldn,I be seen dead in a pair.

If you  want  a  successful  day's  shooting,  a  dog  is  a  must  but there
are good dogs as well as bad ones.  I had an English Springer some time
back which would go off like a rocket from the  time it was released until
you packed  up in the evening.   It loved running-still does  in fact-but
was  no earthly use  as  it wouldn't take a bit of notice  of any  instruction
which  it  was  given.   The  dog  is  very  happy  with  Freddie  Steward  at
Reading  but I think that  it's  beginning to get  his weight down  a  bit  by
now.   Unexpectedly.  one  of the  finest  working  dogs  I  think  I  have  ever
seen is owned by fellow member.Lofty, Thomas.   We,ve been out shoot-
ing  together  many  times  and  always  the  dog  has  caught  more  rabbits
than we've  shot between us!   It gets  quite disgusted  when  you miss  and
many  a  time,  after  several  misses,  it  has  sat  down  with  a  bored  frown
and  waited  for  you  to  be  successful  before  it  takes  any  more  interest.
Either  that  or  it  goes  off  stalking  through  the  corn  on  its  own.   Lofty
brought down a duck over water at quite some range  with a single  bar-
relled  3''  magnum  loaded  with  some  American  1-?-  oz.  shot.   The  dog
went  straight in but the duck wasn't completely dead  and when the dog
had  almost reached  it  after a  swim of some fifty  yards, the duck dived.
You could  literally  see the complete expression  of  disgust  from the dog
who would still be looking for it now if we had't managed to call it back.
Lofty's 6{ we've missed it boy " normally does the trick!   We got the duck
a  little  later and  the dog was  happy.   Some  dogs  just aren,t cut  out  for
shooting.  Frank Gillings has a three and a half stone Staffordshire which
normally  has  to  be  carried  back.   Once  he  recalls  that  a  rabbit  jumped
over its back and the dog didn,I even see it!   Some dogs like water, some
don,t.   My dog didn't...  until  I kicked  it  in one  aftemoon.   Since then
it  has  loved  the  stuff.    We  tried  Peter's  dog  (my  assistant,s)  one  after-
noon.   It  had  never  been  shooting  before  and  we  were  a  little  worried
what effect the noise would  have on it.   Really and truly we only took it
along  for  a  bit  of  company  and  exercise  for  the  dog.   It  put  up  with  a
lew  bangs  until  we  both  let  go  with  both  barrels  at  a  flock  of  pigeon.
Looking  round  afterwards  we  couldn't  find  the  de_g  at  all.   Two  hours
later  we  found  it  asleep  by  the  car-the  noise  had  definitely  not  been
to  its  taste.   Mind  you  the  dog  is  a  wonderful  housedog  although  the
postman  has  long  since  refused  to  put  letters  through  the  letterbox  as
the last time it  bit his fingers.   The dog used to wait for Ills mOming Visit
with  great anticipation!



Guns are  a matter of personal preference.   It has taken  a  long  time
and  five  guns  before  I  have  found  the  gun  which  really  suits  me.   Of
course  it  has  to  be  Japanese.  made  from  the  flnest metal  to  a  precision
which  would  do  credit  to  the  finest  English  gun-makers.   Traditionally.
English  gunsmiths  are  the  finest  in  the  world-   Not  only  are  they  the
fmest but  also  the  most expensive.   Only  the  German  Merkel  comes  up
to  the  English  prices.   But  it  ism,t a  matter  of  how  expensive  the  gun  is
but  more  a  question of how  confident  and  proficient  you  are  with  it.   I
have  loaned  my  gun  to  a  couple  of  close  friends  who  have  pi.oduced
some  very  fine  scores  at  clays  with  it  in  comparison  with  their  efforts
with  any other.   ]t's not a  question of what shot you use  but  where  you
point it.   Some people seem to be of the  opinion that you can't miss with
a {scatter-gun'.   Sometimes I wish I couldn't!

ODl}S....... AND SODAMINTS! Jim Swift

It  amuses  me  to  read  a  recent  R.A.C.  circular I.I/hich  cites  the  case
of  a  motoris.t  being  released  from  6custody'  :lfter  iL  h:td  been  pl.a,,,ed  that
the speed limit (repeater' signs along  a Surrey road were incorrectly sited.
So  there  you   are-if  you  were   cau`=ht  speeding   in   t,.idd]eton   RoadJ
Guildfo1-d  recently  you Can  now  apply  tO  the  I-Tom-e  Off-Ice  for your  free
pardon.   Oh. incidentally, v\/el.e you one ot' fIIOSe th:1j the  R.A.a. maila,.ed
to   obtain   free   pardons   for   who   were   caught   oil   the   A.48   betw`6en
Camarthen   ar]d   ,i;w:insca?    If  you   were,   yoiu   lnit:CTht   like   to   kno.,/v   the
reason-the lamp posts were set too far apart!

Well,   isn'l  this  wh:tt   vI/e   need   in   road   ra_Cjng?    The   Brif_jl;h   Inter-
national  Support  Flmd.  headed  bv  Alan  KIT,lber.-i-;.1.,,a  Sn  fa-r  m-a!:aged
[o c-rellte  suppol.I  i'rom  si,vJeen  people,  some  of  wh.,1u1  :Li.e  (!eZllerS.  tO  loan
machines   for   the   I.S.D.T.   in   Italy   this   comin.t.I   l€epterl.Feel.    E\.,erl   thl-
British Army,  Ilo:tded  I,ve no doubt  by  Lt.-Colonel  D:-"1iel  (an eiithuSiaS-
[ic  member  of  Bemsee  who  organises  the  Royal  Corps  of  Sigmt_1s  assis-
tance  af_  the  HIJtCht.   have  now  added  the  use  Of  theil.  trainirle  rrrOur|dS
in  liampshire.  Alan  KI.mber'S  COmment  that  '' We  all  belie,ve  I.hlatlBritaiil
call  Win  "  iS  fu1.111Ci.  qu:1lified  by  (i  all  we  need  no.w  is  the  a,?-I,h  lo  ir)rovide
for the basic expel.sos zlnd a thorou`ghly  rJrOfe3SiOnal effort  ir` qua.ralmteed."
W'ha!   hat,,-e  we   been  saying  about  tracle   support--ad`/e,.ti5ing-Profes-
sion-al  attitudes?   §\l-rely.  if one needed  more  prool' th]'s  i3  it.   If  th-e  fide'.s
I-:ofllC  ha_Ck  With  the  h,5noui-s  it  will  have  bee._1  Pro./ed.  aJ-d  if  they  don,t
then   i,i  will  be  pro\,ed  yet  again.    Yo1.,  Can.t   run  a  SeriO:-:S  C:.rick-at   any
championshiD  title  these  days  Without  resources  and  money.   One  reads
the,t   other  te'1m   entrI.eS   fro.m   foreign  Countries  are  gOVeI-.niPcCllt   backed.
or are  backed  by ii-1duStry.   G!.eat  Biitain--well how gre;lt  i-i  it?   Ti-  breaL-l=,
•vour   heart  doesn't   it.    A   flo,000   appeal   fund   was   launched   late   in
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January.   If you  want  to  contribute  please  send  your  donation  c/o  the
A-C.U.  ill  31  Belgrave  Square.  London,  S.W.1.   Great  Britain ]1aSn,t Won
the  Intemational  Trophy  for  fii'teen  years,  the  Silver  Vase  for  the  last
eighteen.   Wake up everyone-we need money  and advertising!

Recently  the  Club  has  recei\-ed  several  complaints  from  members

on  the  service   of  L.E.T.   PllOtOS  SPeCifiCally  Where  money  has  already
been   paid   :Iud   photogi-apins   haven,t   been   received.    Other   compklimtS
h:t\e  been  selt' erasing-no  address,  etc.   Each  individual  complaint  the
Club has follo\.J\.ed through arid I have  spoken to the firm personally.   On
each  occasion  I  hal,e  been  satisfied  that  e\,Cry  effort  has  been  made  to
i'lllfll  the  COntraCt.    The  firm  has  been   infollned  that,  Should  any  diS-
satisf'action  arise  in  the  future,  permission  to  take  photographs  at  meeL-
imgs  will  be  refused.    Insofar  as  we  ha.v,e  been  assured  that  the  basic
tl.ouble  is  one  of  time  amd  tile  quantity  Ot'  business,  We  are  happy  that
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there is no intention to defraud and would ask members to let the Club
know  of  any  complaints  which  are  legitimate  and  reasonable  ones  to
make.

As  a  new  set  of  tyres  was  required  for  the  Hillman,  we  recently
changed  from  the  standard  C41  Dunlops  to  the  new  G800  Good  Year
radials.   A  recent  report  in  " Which M  gave  incredibly  good  reports  on
the handling, braking and wear characteristics so I thought that I would
try  them.   Previous  experience  of  radials  was  rather  limited  to  SP4l's
and  Michelin X,  the  latter  fortunately on  a  borrowed  car.   Imagine  my
surprise  therefore  when  I  found  that  the  handling  characteristics  were
so  much  altered  that  it  almost  felt  as  though  the  steering  wheel  was
completely divorced from the road wheels.  Fast comering was dangerous
in that the  steering did  not give  any  indication of wanting  to  retum to
neutral.   Ah,  ah,  thought  I  (or  words  to  that  effect)  the  tow-in  needs
altering  for  radials  of this  nature.   The  tyre  fitters  said  no;   the  Rootes
dealers  from  who  we  bought  the  car  didn't  know.,   my  local  garage,
although  sympathetic,  couldn't  help  so,  in  desperation,  we  turned  to
Rootes.   Now  I  always  thought  that  it  was  only  with  Pirelli7s  that  the
track  was  automatically  neutralised  but  it  would  also  appear  that  the
track  on the Hillman has to be  altered  for G800,s to plus or minus one
sixteenth  from  the  standard  eighth.   I  haven't  yet  had  it  altered  so  I
might have another surprise coming.
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Speaking  of tyres,  what do you think of the new  law  on  tyre  tread
depths.   Now  you  must  have  at  least  lmm.  of  tread.   Have  you  ever
measured  lmm.-most of u.s would  never dream  of rurming  with treads
as  non-existant  as  this  under  normal  circuxpstances  which  only  goes  to

prove just  how  fatuous  the  new  law  becomes.   But  I  suppose  that  they
had  to  define  {bald'  somehow.    The  reason  why  the  tyres  had  to  be
renewed on the  Hillman was  a  simple one of economics.   I suppose that
there was  about  3mm.  of tread  left but the weight was such as  to mini-
mise  the effect of the tread even more  to the stage where the car would
tend to slide and step  out under the least provocation.

There  is  a  new  move  afoot  to  legalise  the  use  of  supressors  on
racing  machines.    I  gather  that   the   A-C.U.   Competitions   Committee
almost choked when a letter was read from the postmaster General during
their Committee meeting  asking for the  support of the union  in observ_
ing  the  common law.   Yes, rm afraid that it is a  legal requirement that

generators  are  supressed.   I can only  assume  that the  inhabitants of the
environm.ents of such places as Brands Hatch or the Crystal Palace have
written  to  the  P.M.G.  over  the  interference  of  their  sets  during  a  race
meeting.   If you have ever watched a race  meeting  on  a  T.V.  set  whilst
the  actual  meeting  was  going  on  within  a  few  yards  of  you,  you  will
immediately  appreciate just what a disastrous effect racing engines have
on  T-V.  sets.   Purely  as  an aside,  I  was  surprised  to  see  just  how  much
in phase the sound of the set was in comparison  with what was  happen_
ing  outside.    Must  prove   something   I   suppose.    If  any   member  has
experience  of  using  supressors  on  racing  machines  I,ve  no  doubt  that
others would be pleased to hear of it from these pages.

No  doubt  that  you  have  all  read  of  the  infiltration  into  racing  of
the Player's No.  6 group who are  planning to extend their promotion of
scrambles  to  include  the  art  of  road  racing.   Naturally,  they  are  con_
centrating  their  efforts  on.pon_Grovewood  circuits  and  are  hoping  to
include our own meeting at the Crystal Palace  on September 2nd within
the  overall   championslliP.   One   snag  however.    The  Greater  London
Council  are  against cigarette  advertising!   whereas  we  all  welcome  the
increased financial and promotional advantages of such a system (in effect
the  same as the Castrol Championship) where it differs from the Castrol



scheme is that money is being spent on each round of the e\,ent in terms
of  increased  prize  money,  with  an  additional  bonus  to  the  org.aniser  to
use  howsoever he wishes.

A recent experiment in the use of u.h.i. radio equipment was carried
out at Brands in February to determine whether or not  it would have  a
use  in  solving  our  more  intricate  communication  problems  at  race  cir-
cuits.   All  too  often  members  want  immediate  answers  to  queries  when
I  am  elsewhere  in  my  official  capacity  as  Clerk  of  the  Course..   queries
which  cannot  be  answered  or  solved  by  anyone  else.   The  result  was  a
huge success but the price..... it tends to give one the proverbial jitters!
I  didn't  realise  that  each  piece  of equipment  that  the  police  are  issued
with-you  know,  these  hang-on-pocket  type  instruments-run  out  at
around £1 10 each until the fateful Wednesday afternoon at Brailds!   Plus
the  fact  that  one  needs  a  base  set  to  increase  range  and  audiability  at
around £200.  Just this for a simple system that not only becomes a better
service  but a safer one for everyone concemed. It's worth the expenditure
but can we afford it?

The Annual General Meeting has  been  fixed for May  16th, I regret
to  say  a  Thursday  evening  but  we  hope  to  provide  more  amiable  sur-
roundings for the business of the evening.  The place hasn,t yet been fixed  r'  J
but if you make a note in your diary now for 8 p.m. somewhere in Lon-
don it will  help a lot.   Of course, it goes without saying that the Annual
General Meeting provides the opportunity for you all tO bring uP Subjects
that you would like to see debated.   A meeting of this nature is intended
to improve the Club, its facilities and its organisation.  We like to believe
that   we're   near  perfect   but  this   stage   is   never  reached   by   anyone.
Amongst  other  things,  you  might  like  tO   discuss  6outside  assistance,,
further  developed  in  this  magazine  by  Erie  Vant  (see  Postbag).   An
A.G.M.  is  the  only  place  to  bring  such  a  resolution  forward  especially
as we then have  the  backing  of the  meeting  to  apply  for any  relaxation
in the rules which might be deemed to be necessary.



I was quite serious last month when I asked for contributions to this
magazine.   we  have had few of these over the last four years, the excep-
tion  being  the  notable  contribution  by  John  Denny  on  Diesel  engines.
He remarked to me the other day that he regretted that this Was the Only
subject  on  which  he  was  an  authority  and  was  this  what  the  members
really  wanted  to  read  about.   I  couldn't  answer  that  of  course,  but my
own personal reaction was  that rve  leaned  quite  a lot  about diesels  (I
thought they used sparking plugs!) and I welcome any fo- of increasing
my  knowledge.

MUTUAL AID

{  }  FORSALE

SPARES.    Greeves   Silverstone   CoilL30s.    Two   new   clutch   backing
plates-£1.   Sev.Oral  used  clutch  plates-5s.  eacl1.   Francis  Barnet  forks
brand new-£5.  AIso 225 c.c. FB engine-£2  log.  Other spares.  Bantam
Racer with Toad head, c.r.  gears-£15.   A.lO spares including mags and
dynamos.

G. F. Ridgeon, Janetta, Ash Lane, Down Hatherley, Gloucester.

125  O.H.C.  IEonda  CB92  in  racing  trim  (l965).   Witll  full  factory  con-
version  kit-has  not  been  used  for  l2  months.   Engine  just  ovel.hauled
wit_h  new  Crank.  rods,  Pistons,  Valves,  etc.,  all  bearings  arid  seals  to  £45.
Frame  and  wheels  serviced.   Engine  has  to  be  put  back  in  fl.ame.   New
12  volt  battery  uncllarged,  neWiSh  tyres,  good  brakes.   Needs  I.ew  lank
to  be  rea'Ily  Smart.   Perfect  for  starting  in  the  sport  or  to  develop  from
Bantams.   Come  and take  it away  for-£100.  assembled  it  will  be £125.
My  emigrated  brother,s  B.S.A.  B.40  350  c.a.  road  bike.   Neat,  tidy  and
economical.   Ride  it away  I.or-£65  (would  be  £85'  a1.  an_v  dealers\

Allan Robinson, 21  Stringham's  Copse. Send  Mal.sh,  Ripley, St1.rrey.

)            (349l).

i962   TROJAN   THREE-WI-FEELER.     Rebuilt   cc`mpletely.   complete
respray.   new  pisiom,   re-bore.   slnall   end,   etc.    Gc,od   rumne1.   but   Sufl'erS
1+om  stickilig  Clutch  li.ellCe  iJ.OOF  gear Ch.;lr|rZe  at  Present.   Only  temporal.y
fault.   Completel.y  re-upholstered,  with  flew  sunsft-ine  roof.,JS  Well.   Good
buy  for-£75.   O"ly  genuine  pul.chasel.s.

Jim  Swift.  B.M.C.R.C.    01-546  6886.

JOE  DUPHY'S  350  c.c.  Manx  Norton,  £424.

Phone:   01-778-8339



WANTED

AIloy  head,  barrel  for  650  Triumph  Std  or  +10.   If  in  good  condition
cash  or  swop  for  un-registered  Matchless  250  G9  Scrambler  converted
for trials,  or  will  break and deliver.

Darville,  I 1  Kenley Road. St.  Margarets,  Twickenham,  Middx.

ASSISTANCE

In tracing my 350 a.a.  Gold Star which was stolen from the  M.I  service
station  at  Trowell,  Notts.    Registration   No.   464  MMC.    Engine  No.
DB32GS889.  Frame No. CB325073.  The machine was fitted with chrome
forks. Superleggera alloy top yoke.  white glass fibre petrol tank with the
initials  P.D.S.  on  the  side.   pale  blue  frame,  racing  seat,  white  central
oil  tank,  alloy  guards  and rims.   £l5  reward  for information  leading  to
the recovery of the machine.

J.  W. Cheshire, 7 Mount Pleasant, Castle Donnington,  Derby.

Following  enquiries  from  several  of our members  who  wish  to  marshal
at  the  T.T.  and  the  M.G.P.  races   this  year,  arrangements  have  been
made with the Chief Constable of the  Isle of Man  for Club members to
assist.   Particulars  of members wanting to marshal have to be forwarded
before the end  of April.
In order  that  the high  standard of the  club  is maintained,  all members
putting  their name  forward  should  have  at  least  two  years  marshalling
experience  at road  races.   This  facility  applies  not only  to  this  year but
for  future  years.

Apply  B.M.C.R.C.  as  soon as possible.

R.a.M.  Sidecar and  Solo  Racing  Fairings.   loo/o  discount  to  all  Bemsee
members, Racing Tritons built to customer's specification.   Triumph and
Gold  Star preparation a speciality

Contact John Judge  at  R.G.M.,  54  Windsor  Walk,  Luton,  Beds.

Te1..  Luton  29360.

r_/



TIIE WOOLER STORY                                                    Vemon WardaII
Now  that  motor  cycle  rat:-1g  has   become  SO  expensive  and  the

chances  of  the  privateer  winning  tccoming  as  slim  as  the  next  budget-
reducing  income  tax,  one  wonders  why  a  British  motor  cycle  capable
of  winning  Intemationals  has  not  been produced  in  the  past  few  years.
Upon  reflection,  I  think  that perhaps  there  was  such  a  machine  which
could  have.been  developed  to  such  perfection-the  Wooler.   Perhaps  I
could quote from my  article which appeared in tine Joumal of the  West-
minster Bank Motoring Club in April  1964,  for I  am  sure  that many of
our members have probably never heard  of this fine two-wheeler.

•'+  } Of  the  late  John  Wooler,  the  immortal  Graham  Walker said,  6C He
is that rare combination-a brilliant engineer, an enthusiastic and practi-
cal  idealist.   He  believes  wholeheartedly  in  light  weight.  accessibility,
simplicity  of  maintenance,  an  absence  of  afterthoughts  stuck  on  like
presents  on  a  Christmas  tree  and,  above  all,  the  benefits  of  an  infinitely
variable gear."

My  exclusive  interview  with  Ron  Wooler,  John,s  son,  was  on  the
subject of the world famous machines the Wooler motor cycle.   On being
introduced  to  him  in  the  surroundings  of  his  father,s  workshop,  I  was
immediately  aware  of the continuance  of his father,s  ideals.   The words
of  John  Ruskin,  cc Life  without  industry  is  guilt;   industry  without  art
is brutality," were adopted as the family motto.  Seldom have such words
been more faithfully applied to a family industry.

SURREY'S   LEADING

RIDER    AGENT

roR  YOUR
NEW   'OR   USED

Motorcycle - Scooter - Sidecar - 3_Wheeler.
Main  Agent for  all  the  LeaLdiFIg  Makes.

TOURING      +      TRIALS     *     RACING
SATrsFAerlON  -nd  ae  ufl..i`r-lled  AFTER   SALES  SERVICE  aL.sord®

®    Part  Exchanges  and  Hire  Purchase  \l\lelcomed      ®

ARTHUR  WHEELER  LTD.
45,  17,  5I,  Waterloo  RoaLd.   Epsom         TeI.  24505/6



Ron is  a practical man;   if a job looks right it proves to be so.   His
measure is the rule of thumb, guided by a touch of genius  and years of
experience.  Good fortunte was mine that evening for after tearing myself
away from the home of the {c Flying Banana " I drove to see  one  of the
latest machines.   Mere words cannot describe the feeling I had on seeing
such  a  magnificent  motor  cycle.    only  an   enthusiast  knows   such   a
moment.   Oh,  for  a  win  on  the  pools  or  a  redistribution  of  wealth;
perhaps then this machine could be mine,  but I fear this power-packed
beauty  is priceless  to  the  owner.

Through the dusty window of the garage in which this gem rested I
also saw one of the earlier belt-driven two-wheelers, the design of which
was  years  ahead  of  its  time,  (as  are  all  wooler  products).   From  the
first 200 c.c. machine produced in l902, the tri-cars and the 1909 horizon-
tal  two-stroke  '6 Rocket,,'  powered  by  the  first  ever  motor  cycle  engine
that  would  drive  at  speeds  up  to  50 m.p.h.  and  could  be  run  on petrol
or paraffin,  the  formula  has  been  simplicity'  accessibility'  superb  finish
and styling and above all, a tremendous pride in the finished product.

The year  1912 heralded the production of a  350 c.a.  single  cylinder.
two-stroke  machine  with  belt-drive.   The  double-ended  piston  travelled
in a  competely  closed  horizontal cylinder,  the  motion  being  transmitted
to the crankshaft via a long gudgeon pin protruding through slots in  the
barrel,  there  being  extemal  connecting  rods.    The  bike   was  actually
manufactured  to  Wooler's  design  by  the  wilkinson  sword  co.   This'€ Colonial "  Model  as  it  was  called,  had  plunger  springing  both  at  the
front and rear.

In  1919  the  famous  " Flying  Banana "  was  launched.   This  was  so
named  by  the  late  Graham  Walker  because  of its  yellow  bulbous  tank.
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of either 350 c.a.  or 500 c.c.;   there was also  an  infinitely variable gear,
as  with  so  many  of  the  Wooler  machines.   Consumer  demand  abroad
necessitated a modification, so a new model with  a three-speed gear-box,
plus  chain  drive  to  the  new  sprocket,  became  available.   During  l919,
the '€ Flying Banana." (not eaten or beaten), created 29 world records for
speed  and  fuel  consumption  at  Brooklands  with  McNab  in  the  saddle.
The  record  of  31l   (repeat  3ll)  miles  per  gallon,  still  stands.   It  was
entered in the  Junior T.Ts of  l920 and  192l  when it finished 34th, and
as  recently as  l952 it still reached  65 m.p.h.

Undoubtedly  the  most  interesting  machine  of  all  was  the  <c Flat
Four."   This  famous  beam-engined  horizantally  opposed  (B.M.W.  wise)
four  cylinder  machine  was  produced   in   l948.    The  engine   included



dynamo  and  distributor,  weighed  only  62-i-  lbs.,  it  produced  25  b.h.p.  at
4.800  r.p.m.  giving  a  speed  oI'  85  m.p.h.   The  whole  machine  weighed
248  lbs.  and  cost  £200  without  Purchase  Tax.   A  supercharger  was  an
optional  extra.   At normal  running  the  rider could  expect  to  cover  100
miles   per   gallon.    The   c{Four"   was   enhanced   by   twin   headlamps
mounted in the tank extensioh styling so predominant in Wooler products.
The main  arid pillion  footrests telescoped  away into  their  supports when
not in use.  The two lower tubes of the sprung frame were used as exhaust
i,iDeS  in  Order  tO  Save  Weight.    There  were  no  gears  or  clutch.   but  a
torque  converter  equivalent  to  330  gears.   The  machine  could  not  run
backwards  as  it  was  shaft  driven.   There  was  a  12  volt  electrical  and
coil  ignition  system  (manufacturers  please  note)  giving  60  watts  output
at  500 I.p.m.   C)ne spanner of 2  B.A. x i  B.S.F. fitted every nut including

r A the  14mm. sparking plugs.

The  l953  "Flat  Four"  of  500  c.c.  cost  £243  (plus  P.T.)  and  was
capable  of  over  100  m.p.h.   It  had  shaft  drive  to  the  rear  wheel  incor-
porating  a  Layl-ub  shock  absorbing  joint  and  a  Hardy-Spicer  universal
coupling  with  special  bevel  pinion  and  crown  wheel.   The  machine  was
said  to  cover  100,000  miles  without  any  adjustment  or  minor  attention
and  to  use  only  one  gallon  of oil  per  10,000 miles.   There  was  a  retum
of  50-55  m.p.g.  at  30-40  m.p.h.   It  could  reach  85  m.p.h.  in  second  and
97  m.p.h.  in third gear.

The use of the silencers and exhaust pipes became  the style in  l954
at a time when Amold Jones used to race  a production sports model.   A
}.ear later, Wooler introduced a hot air induction system  to the carburet-
tors.   During  recent years the Wooler concem have made  frames  for the
E.M.C.  to  the design  of Dr.  Ehrlich.

As I came to the end of my interview with Ron Wooler I knew that
whatever machine  has  been  or  will  be  produced  by  his  family  business,
the  result has  been and  will  always  be,  a combination of genius, lmow-
how,  pride  and  perfection.    If  ever  I  am  again  the  proud  possessor  ol`
another motor cycle the choice will have to be second best, unless Wooler
produce  a  four-cylinder again,  for now  I have  been  spoilt for ever.

Ed.-As we have been blessed with some pretty far-fetched
accounts of motor cycles in recent maga7-ineS. I must
point  out  that  the  facts  above  are  true.



POSTBAG

Dear Sir,

After reading both Mr. Doyle,s and Mr.  Bates correspondence, con-
ceming  outside  assistance  given  to  riders,  I  would  like  to  put  forward
my views  on this matter, for what they are worth.

We  all  know  (or  should  do)  the  G.C.R's  with  regard  to  this,  but
surely they can be interpreted in that;   if outside assistance is  given, the
rider concemed cannot be included among the finishers.   Not that he  is
not allowed to  ride, and is black flagged.

As Mr. Bates states, the G.C.R's are to ensure that no rider is given
an  unfair  advantage  over his  rivals,  but  if the  rider  accepts  this  ruling,
and  still  wishes  to  ride,  what  unfair  advantage  is  he  being  given  if  he
will  not  be  classed  as  a finisher?

If a  rider fails to  get  away  from  the  grid,  and  lmows  that  he  has
lost  any  chance  of  a  place,  but  that  a  ride  is  better  than  nothing>  then
he could signal (by raising a hand) for outside assistance.

Mr.  Bates  also  suggests  that poor  machine  preparation  is  the  only
reason  a machine fails to start.  Granted this could be so in some cases.
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grid with a dead engine, and this is no fault of the rider.

By the way' I am not_writing this to  gain personally'  as  I have my
own  'c inside   assistance "  carried  with  me.  in  the  fom  of  a  sidecar
Passenger.

Well  I  hope  there  is  food  for  thought contained in  this  letter, and
I wish all riders a successful season, with good starts.

Yours, etc., ERIC L. VANT, Edgware, Middx.
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When a new battery has so many advantages
why go for less?
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